From Farm,
To Roast, To You,
Always Quality…

Infrared Roasted
AA Arabica
Fair Trade

The Art Of Infrared Roasting
We know that great tasting coffee is only as good as the quality of beans that are used, the
roasting method that is applied, and artisan care that is invested. We only use the highest
quality beans, AA Arabica, and we utilize infrared roasting rather than the conventional
method of roasting.
At Healthy Coffee Lifestyles, we believe that to make the perfect cup of coffee there must be
a balance and synergy between the science and art of roasting coffee. We choose to roast our
coffee using infrared roasters because they not only allow us to maintain the quality, integrity
and consistency of flavor throughout each batch we roast, but also allow us to closely
monitor and actively interact with the process and embed our artisan sensibilities.
While conventional roasting methods may offer a higher capacity, infrared roasting can scale
to capacity and offer a quality tasting coffee without a bitter, burnt flavor. Conventional
roasters use flame-heated hot air or flame-heated drums to roast the coffee beans. The
drums are heated to very high temperatures and then the coffee beans are dumped in,
exposing them to the high temperatures often burning and unevenly roasting the beans
resulting in an unpleasant bitter, burnt flavor. Unlike conventional roasting, we air-vey each
batch of coffee beans, release them into a roasting drum where they are heated with
infrared heat that gently and evenly raises the temperature of each bean to perfection. We
then drop the coffee into a cooler, exposing it to ambient air and quench water to instantly
stop the cooking process without raising the moisture and achieve the desired caramelization
( color specification) and roasting consistency.

With infrared roasting:
 No flame is ever applied, so our coffee is never burnt,
never bitter, and always smooth.
 We roast in small batches to draw out the richest flavor
profiles.
 Preserve the natural antioxidant value that is beneficial
to our body’s immune system.
 Produce lower acidic flavor allowing those with stomach
sensitivities to also enjoy our coffee.

“We focus our
artisan
sensibilities
on doing one
thing well…
Coffee!”

Our Philosophy
At Healthy Coffee Lifestyles, we have great respect for the global impact coffee has around the
world. We are not only passionate about crafting an amazingly delicious cup of coffee, but we
are driven to make responsible choices that are healthy for people and communities around the
world.

We are committed to supporting environmentally sustainable
farming and production practices that provide economic stability
and a higher standard of living for the farmers and their families.

We are proud to offer coffees that meet strict USDA organic
standards and support fair trade practices.

Our enduring relationship with global suppliers provides us with the
highest quality coffee beans, AA Arabica, and allows us to operate
under the highest ethical and business standards.

We have a Quality Assurance Program that is one of the most
extensive in the industry and helps guarantee each cup of coffee
will be its very best.

Artisan Care, Passion & Expertise
Quality

Craftmanship

Originating in 1989, as a small roasting
facility under the name, Virtues of Coffee,
our knowledge, experience, vision, and team
of dedicated people has grown and matured
to who we are today… Healthy Coffee
Lifestyles.
We believe that people make a difference.
Healthy Coffee Lifestyles thrives because of
the high caliber of people that oversee our
roasting process, our business operations,
and the partnerships we foster with our
customers and suppliers. We partner with
the best, to be the best!
We take great pride in having the depth of
experience and knowledge to provide the
highest quality coffee and unparalleled
customer service. Our Roast Master, Kristy
Virtue, who daily applies her 30+ years of
experience in the coffee industry, and 20
years of experience as a specialty coffee
roaster, ensures that we only deliver the
perfectly and consistently roasted, finest
tasting coffee. Her expertise and love of all
things coffee, is only surpassed by her
respect for the environment and wellbeing of
people.

Vision & Leadership

Having a long-lasting friendship, shared
passion for coffee, and making a difference in

the world, Michael Babcock and Kristy Virtue
formed a partnership that resulted in Healthy
Coffee Lifestyles.
With over 30 years of Industry Leadership, 18+
years of experience in business development,
and decades of entrepreneurial experience in
his own business ventures, Michael’s business
and
marketing
expertise,
perfectly
complements
Kristy’s
coffee
roasting
craftsmanship. Utilizes his highly skilled
business and marketing acumen, and
executive management expertise he has
established a proven track record
for
delivering record high results and success for
many companies over the years. For instance,
at his last company, he acquired over $60
million in gross sales and over 80,000
established customers throughout the U.S.
Together, with Michael’s proficient business
insights, and successful marketing talent, and
Kristy's impressive and unique skill and
craftmanship for producing outstanding coffee
flavor profiles, Health Coffee Lifestyles is “The
Source” for the finest tasting coffee and is
respectfully and responsibly making a
difference and positive global impact around
the world.
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Able to trace its heritage as far back as 15th century Arabia, coffee has continued to
grow in popularity and its reach now spans around the world. Today, growing
consumer interest and demand has made coffee the second largest traded
commodity in the world. Let our high standard of quality, craftmanship, business
expertise, and exceptional customer service support your growing customer
demands. Whether you are a commercial coffee purveyor, a small coffee bar owner,
need to fill a product gap, or expand your portfolio, let us take your business to the
next level in quality. Let us make coffee just for you!
Healthy Coffee Lifestyles’ partnership offers you our full support and expertise to
craft your custom premium blends and design your unique packaging options. Our
extensive portfolio of flavor profiles and blends ensures that we satisfy every taste
preference. We provide single origin, organic, fairly traded, decaffeinated, premium
blends and flavored coffees all sourced from AA Arabica coffee beans. We provide a
variety of package sizes ranging from fractional packs, to valve bags, to wholesale
bulk containers in both whole bean and ground. When partnering with us, you get
the best because we want you to be the best!
We know that you have a choice when it comes to who provides your coffee beans,
which is why we focus on crafting the richest tasting coffee and providing
outstanding customer service, while letting you taste and experience the difference.
When partnering with Healthy Coffee Lifestyles, whether you are a small business
coffee shop or large commercial distributor, you can be assured that the same
quality of ingredients, craftmanship, and commitment to excellence that goes into
every batch of coffee we roast, will also be present in our service to you.

Coffee
Made Just
For You!
Questions?
Contact Sales
Kristy Virtue
kristy@healthycoffeelifestyles.com
925-449-5107
Michael Babcock
T: 925.250.2627
mbabcock@healthycoffeelifestyles.com

